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I found the presentation of Heinz Kurz very interesting and stimulating. It gives an excellent 
Smith, Ricardo, Marx and Keynes as well as the Austrian economists Menger, Böhm-Bawerk 
and Schumpeter. I would like to add some comments: 
My first and most striking observation is that Heinz Kurz draws a very broad sketch of 
heterodox economics, encompassing Carl Menger, Böhm-Bawerk, Schumpeter, Hayek, 
Steindl and Kurt Rothschild  a very diverse group of economists indeed. So what do they 
have in common? Heinz Kurz argues that all of them challenged some elements of the 
orthodoxy 
1. I am very sympathetic with this view; when reading it, it immediately reminded me of the 
positions David Colander put forward recently and which I would like to recapitulate: 
Colander differentiates between  
Orthodoxy and 
Heterodoxy. 
For Colander, Mainstream and its cutting e
changing science in which many new ideas are formulated and tried out in discussions; most 
of the new ideas are rejected and only some of them survive. Although  or perhaps because 
he is a very close observer of the current scientific discourse, Colander stresses that it is 
difficult to define a static core of this dynamic and constantly changing Mainstream. 
economic thou
(Colander et al, 2004, 490). It can only be defined in retrospect; it is an abstraction and never 
represents what the mainstream was doing back then or currently is in fact doing.  
Mainstream economics and its cutting edge evolve in constant dispute with the Orthodoxy 
accepting some of its elements, challenging others, and eventually replacing them. 
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Colander puts in that group economists such as Samuelson, Arrow, Solow, Schelling, Sen, 
Stiglitz, Sims, Woodford, Akerlof, Thaler, Krueger, Bhagwati (Colander et al., 2004, 493)  a 
list similar and complementary to the one put forward by Kurz. 
For Heterodoxy  according to Colander  it is not easy to find its place: For Heterodoxy it is 
tempting to define its position with respect to Orthodoxy which provides a clearly defined 
comparatively comfortable  but potentially sterile  position. The alternative for Heterodoxy 
is to seek a more challenging  but potentially more rewarding  position; i.e. a position with 
res actually much with the mainstream 
der et al, 2004, p.492). 
I definitely agree with Heinz Kurz that Rothschild found his position in the latter, trying to 
for his subjects and questions. 
2. Having drawn this picture of a quite fuzzy mainstream and its cutting edge, can Colander 
say something about its definition? He claims that it is method that ultimately defines the 
current Mainstream in economics (see Colander, 2000, 137), and provides a definition that 
Keynes put forward in a letter to Harrod in 1938: 
ce of thinking in terms of models joined to the art of choosing models 
I admit that might be a bit overoptimistic with respect to the current Mainstream  I would 
like to share this position as a form of calculated optimism but perhaps this is only wishful 
thinking. However, I am deeply convinced that this was indeed the position of Kurt 
Rothschild. 
3. Returning again to the picture of a fuzzy, experimental cutting edge of the mainstream, the 
question arises how those ideas disseminate to the rest of the profession. Colander points to 
the important role of teaching in that process (Colander et al, 2004, 493). Kurt Rothschild was 
an excellent academic teacher; he was extremely quick in introducing ideas from tha
 he even wrote textbooks to make those ideas accessible to third year 
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already had a textbook (or its manuscript) on disequilibrium theory (a theory that was 
developed in the decade before). Even more astonishing, I find, is the fact that Kurt 
Rothschild published a textbook on labour economics in 1988 covering the new theories of 
labour markets that started entering the Mainstream around 1980. Perhaps he was so quick in 
that field because unemployment was indeed one of his core subjects; because in that field the 
need for new ideas was most urgent; because some of these new ideas correspond to what 
Kurt Rothschild himself has put forward himself for already some time (as Heinz Kurz points 
out with respect to the efficiency wage theory); and  last but not least  because those ideas 
have been around in the Heterodoxy for quite some time (definitely not unnoticed by Kurt 
Rothschild): Stiglitz (1974, 1976) published on the labour turnover model and the efficiency 
wage hypothesis in the context of development economics. The efficiency wage hypothesis 
was well around in Radical and Marxian economics (for an overview see Rebitzer, 1993); a 
ver
that the market wage represents a minimum which will normally be exceeded. For in this 
situation, at the market wage, a major instrument of the employer in evincing appropriate 
worker behavior  the threat of dismissal  is absent. Raising the wage above the market rate, 
however, restores the threat of dismissal, and hence is part of a profit-
 where mainstream and heterodox 
economists challenge orthodoxy. He was very quick in translating academic ideas into 
teaching; and he definitely contributed to educating a generation of economists sharing the 
n terms of models joined to the art of choosing 
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